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Chad helps his new neighbors move into the townhouse next door. He meets and becomes 
close to Devin, a 13 year old boy who is spectacularly beautiful. The boy’s father was 
killed in action in Iraq. In comforting Devin and helping him deal with the trauma of the 
loss of his father, Devin becomes sexually attached to Chad. Chad is torn about how to 
deal with Devin’s sexual attraction and in the process Chad discovers his attraction to 
Devin.  It soon becomes a hot, incest filled threesome that includes Devin’s beautiful and 
sex starved mother.  
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A Boy’s Love Chapter 3  

Chad, Lizzie and Devin go to the kitchen to fix breakfast.  Chad asks Devin to set the 
table.  When Devin is finished, he cannot help staring at Chad’s hot looking body.  Devin 
is studying every detail of Chad’s flaccid penis.  Devin walks over to Chad and lovingly 
touches Chad’s flaccid member.  Devin looks up at Chad.  

It looks really cool.  Do you think mine will look like that someday?  Devin asks Chad. 
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I think yours will look even cooler.  Chad tells him.  

Lizzie was putting the breakfast on the table when her cell phone rings.  It is the office 
calling and telling her that they need for her to report to work early tomorrow.  They have 
a crisis.  Lizzie asks them to hold.  

Chad the office needs me to report early.  I have a doctor’s appointment for Devin 
tomorrow.  Can you take him?  

Sure, I am happy to take him.  Chad tells her with a smile.  

Chad pulls Devin’s naked body against his own and hugs him tight.  Chad can feel the 
boy’s member beginning to fill with blood.  

Lizzie finishes the call and hugs Chad.  You are a lifesaver.  Lizzie tells him and then 
hugs and kisses Chad.  

The three sit down for breakfast as if it is the most natural thing in the world to have 
breakfast in the nude.  

Lizzie tells Chad and Devin about the appointment with Doctor Dave.  She says that she 
spoke with the new doctor last week and that he suggests using a new drug to stimulate 
Devin’s fertility.  The old drug requires weekly shots for 6 months.  The new drug 
requires shots 2 weeks in a row.  

Devin asks why everyone does not take the new drug.  

It is because the side effects are much stronger.  His Mom tells him.  Almost immediately 
after the shot your sex drive will increase dramatically.  You will have a powerful need to 
seed.  That will continue for several days.  During that time your semen will go from 
being almost clear to being mature thick creamy man seed.  Doctor Dave says you will 
probably need to ejaculate your seed 5 or 6 times a day.  

Wow…that is a lot of times a day!  Devin tells his mom.  

Chad tells Devin that they will go to see Doctor Dave.  When they come home, Devin 
can strip naked.  Then we can spend the day enjoying your orgasms.  

Lizzie gets up and walks over to Devin and kisses him passionately.  Save some of that 
new man seed for me.  Amazingly the boy becomes erect again.  Chad comes over and 
kisses Devin too.  Chad licks down the boy’s chest until he reaches one of Devin’s erect 
nipples.  Chad slowly sucks and nips at the boy’s nipples.  Chad then licks his way down 
Devin’s abdomen until he reaches the prize.    



As his mother looks on Chad takes Devin’s boy member into his mouth.  At first Chad 
toys with the glans with his tongue and then he licks the corona and glans until the boy is 
gasping for breath from the intense pleasure that Chad is causing.  

Chad then begins to worship the boy’s 4” member from base to tip with long slow licks.  
Chad takes each testicle and bathes it and gently sucks it into his mouth while he fingers 
the boy’s nipples.  

Then Chad lightly runs the tips of his fingers down Devin’s spine causing the boy to 
shiver.  He lightly strokes the boy’s hips as he continues to suck his boyhood.  Devin 
moans and groans as the pleasure intensifies.   

Chad then begins to use his index finger to explore Devin’s sacred place.  Devin gasps as 
he feels Chad’s finger begin to explore his most intimate place.  Chad can tell how much 
the stimulation of the pucker is having on Chad.    

Lizzie watches in awe as Chad’s fingers explore every inch of her beautiful son’s body.  
She can only imaging the pleasure that Devin is feeling from all of this intense 
stimulation.  She watches as Chad’s index finger begins to disappear into her son’s tender 
rosebud.  

Devin’s head is thrashing around as the pleasure overwhelms his young body.  Then he 
feels his sacred place being invaded by Chad’s finger.  He gasps at the stimulation and 
cannot believe that Chad is doing that.  Devin cannot believe how much pleasure that 
Chad is giving him.  

It is then that he begins to groan as the powerful feeling of his impending orgasm begins 
to wash over his body.  He feels Chad’s finger go deeper as his body begins to thrust 
again and again into Chad’s waiting mouth.  His tender young testicles have nothing to 
give but the pleasure of a dry orgasm.  Wave after wave of pleasure makes the boy’s 
tender young body shudder again and again.  Chad continues the stimulation until the 
boy’s orgasm has clearly passed and his penis is in that post orgasmic sensitive state.  

Chad kisses Devin passionately and then leads him by the hand upstairs to the shower.  
Chad washes every inch of the boy including his pucker.  Chad soaps his fingers and 
lovingly washes the pucker inserting one finger deep in the boy’s love tunnel.  Devin 
holds on to Chad and begins to nurse on his nipple.  Devin’s hand holds Chad’s throbbing 
member against Devin’s tender young chest.  Chad begins to thrust against the boys until 
his body cries out for release.  Chad only has a tiny eruption of semen because of all of 
the earlier orgasms.  

Having showered and dressed, Chad suggest that they explore the city.  They spend the 
day touring and have dinner out.  When they get back, Lizzie suggests that the boys sleep 
together.  She kisses them both tenderly and tells them she is going to take a bath and 
relax.  



Chad has a large garden tub with jets.  He begins to draw a hot bath.  He walks into the 
bedroom and begins to strip the beautiful boy naked.  He kisses Devin tenderly and runs 
his finger tips over the boy’s sexy body.  Devin unbuckles Chad’s shorts and unbuttons 
and unzips them.  They fall to the floor leaving Chad naked from the waist down.  Chad 
pulls off his shirt and they walk in the bathroom.  The bath is just about ready and Chad 
turns on the jets in the tub.  The two of them climb in the tub and Devin nestles perfectly 
between Chad’s legs.   Chad lightly rubs Devin’s chest and buries his face in the boy’s 
hair.  Chad loves the scent of boy that fills his nostrils.  He cannot imagine anything more 
perfect than the moment he is sharing with this precious boy.  

The two of them doze off for a few minutes until the water begins to cool down.  They 
climb out of the tub and Chad begins to towel off the wet boy.  It is a loving and intimate 
moment but they are too sexually spent from their wild and wanton morning to crave 
more sex.  

Devin looks at Chad and asks if he can sleep with him.  Chad hugs the boy and kisses the 
top of Devin’s head.    

I can’t imagine you sleeping any place else.  Chad tells Devin.  

They climb under the covers and both immediately drift off to sleep.  At about 2 am 
Devin is alone on his side of the bed when the nightmare wakes him from a deep and 
fitful sleep.  He is crying and screaming when Chad pulled the boy into his arms.  Devin 
is gasping for breath and shaking.  Chad embraces Devin quietly tenderly stroking his 
hair and back while kissing Devin’s forehead.  Soon the boy’s breathing became regular 
and Chad holds him close the rest of the night.  

Chad opens his eyes and he feels the naked young body pressed against his.  Devin’s boy 
member is erect and pressed against Chad’s abdomen.  The doctor appointment is at 8 so 
they need to get moving.  Devin is having a hard time waking up.  

Chad practically drags the boy to the bathroom.  Devin is in a trance barely able to stand 
upright while Chad is draining his bladder.  Chad decides that the only think that will 
wake the boy up is a shower.  

Chad turns on the shower and they climb in together.  After a few minutes Devin starts to 
wake up.  The sound of the running water is enough to remind Devin that he has not 
emptied his bladder.  Devin starts to get out of the shower.  

Hey dude, instead of tracking water all over the bathroom, I have an idea.  Devin turns 
toward Chad sleepily.  

I really gotta go, Chad.  Devin tells him.  

Chad pulls Devin over beside him.  Chad takes hold of Devin’s young member and points 
it toward the drain. 



Okay buddy you can go now.  Devin looks at Chad surprised but in moments has a 
powerful stream of urine headed toward the drain.  Chad then soaps up the boy and 
washes his hair.  Chad grabs a couple of towels and begins to dry the boy off.  

They dress quickly and grab a glass of orange juice.  Lizzie knocks on the front door.  
She gives Chad a treatment permission slip, her insurance information, and a credit card.  
The boy’s pile in Chad’s red convertible and Devin beg to put the top down.  Chad 
glances over and sees how much the boy is enjoying having the wind blow in his hair.  

When they get to Doctor Dave’s office they are ushered into the exam room.  Chad gives 
the nurse Devin’s medical file from his old physician.  Devin blushes when he sees the 
nurse looking at the photos of his penis.  She gets a gown for Devin and tells him that 
when she leaves he should strip naked and pull the gown on.  She looks at Chad and tells 
him that he should probably leave and give Devin some privacy.  

Nooooooooooo!  Devin tells her.  I want him here he tells her as he clutches Chad’s arm.  

I guess it will be okay then if that is what you want Devin.  

He nods and takes the gown from the nurse.  

Devin is sitting on the end of the exam table when Doctor Dave knocks on the door.  He 
is a young doctor, Chad guesses that he has just gone into private practice.  Doctor Dave 
walks in and puts his hand out to Devin.  I am Dave Johnson.  Most of my patients call 
me Doctor Dave he tells Devin with a grin.  He introduces himself to Chad and discovers 
why Chad is there.  

He looks at Devin and asks him again if he wants Chad there during the exam and 
treatment.  

Yes please, Devin tells him.  

Okay then, Doctor Dave tells Devin, let’s check you over first.  He slides the gown off 
Devin’s shoulders and lays it in his lap.  Dave can see that the boy has an erection from 
the tent in the gown.  Doctor Dave begins by using the stethoscope to check the heart and 
lungs.  He quickly check the glands in his neck and uses the scope to look into his eyes, 
nose and mouth.  The Doctor Dave raises Devon’s arm and lightly runs his finger through 
Devin’s arm pit which makes Devin giggle.  

Okay Devin, please stand up Doctor Dave says as he puts the gown on the counter.  
Devin blushes deep red because his young penis has chosen this awkward moment to 
become fully erect.  

Don’t worry about the boner, Devin.  Doctor Dave tells him.  If you did not have one we 
would need to stimulate you until you became hard so that I can examine you while you 



are erect.  Doctor Dave runs his fingers lightly down Devin’s spine checking to make 
sure it is developing normally.  

Okay everything looks good there.  Why don’t you hop up and sit on the end of the table.  
Doctor Dave puts his hand behind Devin’s head and he lowers him down on the table.  
Let me take a moment with your chart.  Okay I can see that we have some nice 
improvement in the growth and development of your penis.  He pulls a camera out of the 
drawer and begins to take photos of Devin’s erection, testicles and pubis.  

Devin you are beginning to develop very nicely.  Now I need to feel your testicles and 
Doctor Dave begins to gently probe them.  Very good, he tells Devin.  And I need to 
check your erection.  He feels the erection, glans and pulls the shaft down.  Excellent he 
tells Devin.    

Doctor Dave looks at Devin and Chad.  The progress that Devin is making from the 
growth hormone shot is good, but he is still not developing sexually the way I would like 
for him to be developing.  

While Doctor Dave is still holding the boy’s penis and testicle, he begins to explain what 
will happen next.  I am going to give you a shot.  The last shot that you received was in 
the hip.  For this one we will inject the medicine directly into your scrotum right about 
here as Doctor Dave touches the spot with his finger.  

Devin’s eyes get great big, isn’t that going to hurt a lot?   

No, it won’t.  The shot itself will feel like a pinch.  When I inject the medicine it will 
cause a burning feeling.  I am going to have an ice pack here in case the burning is too 
uncomfortable for you.  That feeling will go away in about 15 minutes.  Then you will 
almost immediately begin to have a very sexy feeling.  Do you masturbate?  

Devin blushes a bit and tells Doctor Dave that his Mom told Chad about the development 
shots and the old doctor’s question about jacking off.  Devin blushes as he tells Doctor 
Dave that his Mom told Chad that she did not know how to teach them how to 
masturbate.  She asked Chad to teach me and he did.  

Very good, but you have probably not experienced the kind of feeling that I am talking 
about.  Older boys get this feeling a lot.  It is a sexy feeling where their penis is hard and 
they need to have an orgasm.  It is what makes them want to masturbate or jack off 
frequently.  This will make you want to masturbate 5 or 6 times today.  Chad can teach 
you different ways to do it that will not rub your penis raw.  You will probably have 
trouble sleeping tonight because of the boners.  You will have these same feeling for the 
next few days.  

Chad you need to stop at a sporting goods store and get him some good compression 
shorts and some shorts that are a bit oversized.  Doctor Dave tells Chad that no matter 



how much Devin masturbates, he will be erect most of the time the next two weeks the 
compression shorts and some baggy shorts will make it easier for him to go out in public.  

Devin what do you know about wet dreams?  

Devin tells Doctor Dave that he does not know much about them.  

Well when your body produces more semen than it can absorb, it cause a man to have a 
wet dream where he spontaneously ejaculates semen during the night usually while he is 
having a sexy dream.  When I give you the injection next week you body will produce 
seed at the highest level possible and the slightest stimulation will cause an orgasm.  You 
will probably have several spontaneous orgasms a day.  That will seem pretty weird but 
what will make it even more unusual is that you will be producing large quantities of 
semen.  

When you have an orgasm now what is it like?  Doctor Dave asks Devin.  

I get about 3 clear drops of semen.  Devin tells him.  

Well next week you will get a table spoon or more of thick creamy semen.  If you are not 
jacking off every few hours you will get a lot more than that and the orgasm will be 
spontaneously.  

Chad each boy reacts to these shots differently.  Some are more sensitive to the 
medication and that causes a more powerful sexual reaction.  The side effects can range 
from a mild need to masturbate to becoming very sexual and desperately needing to 
ejaculate.  

Doctor Dave grabs the gown and drapes it over the nude boy’s body.  Do you have any 
questions?  Doctor Dave asks Devin.  The doctor leaves the exam room.    

Are you doing okay?  Chad asks Devin.  

The boy nods hesitantly and tells Chad that he is kind of nervous.  

That is normal.  I am here for you buddy.  Chad tells Devin as he hugs him.  

Doctor Dave comes back in the exam room.  He has a small windbreaker in addition to 
the syringe and ice pack.  

The nurse comes in just as Doctor Dave is pulling off the gown and Devin tries to cover 
his erect member with his hands.  

It is okay Judy has seen a lot of boy boners.  Just relax.  Judy please swab the area with 
alcohol.    



This will fell kind of cold at the same time it burns a little bit.  Doctor Dave hands her a 
swab of topical pain medication.  He tells Devin this will make the skin a little numb.  

Then he has Judy spread the skin of the scrotum tight and he begins the injection.  Devin 
makes a face when he feels the prick of the needle.  Now you will begin to feel a bit of 
burn and Doctor Dave injects the liquid in the syringe into Devin’s scrotum.  

Oh wow that does burn.  Judy hands Devin the ice pack with a cloth wrapped around it.  
Okay Devin, I want you to stay here with an ice pack on it for a few minutes.  We will be 
in to check on you in a little bit.  Judy covers the naked and erect boy with a gown.  Her 
juices are flowing as she studies his cute little boy body.  She knows that in a few 
minutes he will not feel like a little boy.  He will be a very horny and sexy young man.  
She sees the pecker tracks that Doctor Dave has left on the front of his scrubs.  Judy is 
pretty sure he is bisexual.  She has seen the way he loves to fondle these boys and give 
them this treatment.  She finds it sexy to watch him.  

Chad comes over to the exam table and takes Devin’s hand.  How are you doing?  He 
asks Devin.  

Well he is right.  It does burn.  But now it is starting to feel kind of weird.  

Like what?  Chad asks Devin.  

It is starting to feel really good.  Devin tells him.  

Doctor Dave comes back a few minutes later and asks Devin the same questions.   
Devin tells him what he told Chad only now the feelings are more intense.  

Doctor Dave removes the gown and the ice pack and feels Devin’s throbbing erection.  
As Doctor Dave continues to hold and explore the boy’s erection, he asks Chad to step 
over and look at it.  You can probably see a difference from he erection when he first 
arrived.  This treatment tends to cause the penis to fill with more blood when it becomes 
erect.  You can see how it is a little thicker and longer.    

Do me a favor Chad and reach in the drawer over there and bring me the tape measure.  

As Doctor Dave fondles the boy, he looks from Chad’s face to the boy’s erection.  Ah 
that is excellent.  There is a small drop of precum.  Doctor Dave quickly measures the 
boy and announces that Devin’s erection is now 4 ½” long and the circumference 
increased 20% as well.  

What is precum Devin asks Doctor Dave?  

It is a lubricant that makes sexual penetration easier.  Doctor Dave continues to lightly 
fondle the erection until Devin begins to moan and lift his hips up off the table thrusting 
his young member against Doctor Dave’s hand. 



 
This is very good.  Some boys have a stronger and more immediate reaction to the 
treatment.  Doctor Dave tells Chad.  Very good Devin…keep thrusting.  Devin is 
groaning and moaning as his young penis begins to erupt.  Soon there are 5 drops of 
immature semen on the boy’s abdomen.  Doctor Dave grabs some paper towel and cleans 
up the semen.  That is very impressive improvement in a short period of time.  

Doctor Dave cleans boy semen from his hands and he tells Devin he will see him next 
week.  Doctor Dave gets Chad’s cell phone number and tells him he will call him later.  I 
think it is important that someone be with Devin for at least the next two days.  The 
intensity of the feelings and the new experience can be too much for a young boy.  I 
watched you as I masturbated Devin and you seem comfortable with seeing the boy 
ejaculate.  

Chad nods yes and blushes.    

Doctor Dave tells him that is a good thing.  A lot of people get very uncomfortable with a 
13 year old becoming highly sexual and having an over powering sex drive.  I think you 
can deal with that.  

Doctor Dave checks the chart again and tells Chad that he lives close to them and can 
come over if necessary.  He gives Chad his cell phone number.  Call me if you need me 
or have any questions.  Chad and Doctor Dave shake hands and Doctor Dave leaves to 
see his next patient.  Chad notices that Doctor Dave is erect when his lab coat flaps open 
as he is leaving.  Chad realizes just how sexy the young doctor looks and wonders what it 
would be like to suck his erection.  

Devin quickly dresses and Chad can see that the boy is still fully erect.  When Devin 
finishes dressing, Chad pulls him into a hug and kisses the top of his head while inhaling 
a wonderful boy scent mixed with the smell of fresh boy semen.   Chad looks down and 
sees that Devin’s shorts are tented obscenely.  Chad suggests that Devin either hold the 
jacket in front of him or wear it.  Devin holds the jacket in front of his erection.  They 
head out the door and Chad tells Devin that they should go to Dick’s Sporting Goods 
while they are out and get some compression shorts.  

Devin agrees but is squirming around in the seat.  

Chad does not think15 minutes after an orgasm that a 13 year old boy could need to seed 
again.  Chad is sure it will pass.  In a matter of a few minutes they pull in the parking lot 
at Dick’s Sporting Goods.  

Chad asks Devin if he wants to come in or stay in the car.  Devin quickly gets out of the 
car and they walk in.  Chad asks a sales associate where the teen compression shorts are 
located and is given directions.  Chad quickly finds Devin’s size.  He looks over at Devin 
and sees a worried look on the boy’s face.  



The friction of his underwear rubbing lightly against his super sensitive member is 
beginning to drive Devin to another orgasm.  

When they get to the checkout, Devin is kind of dancing around.  Chad cannot believe 
that the boy is on the verge of a spontaneous orgasm.    

Devin is moving around and moaning.  He begins to thrust.    

Are you starting to get another thigh cramp?    

Devin can only nod as he tries to hide his thrusting action and his grunting as he spurts 
hot semen in his shorts.  As his orgasm subsides, Devin straightens up and there is no 
hiding the tent in his shorts or the growing wet spot.    

The clerk is a 25 year old guy that looks fascinated that the boy has just had an orgasm at 
his check out and the dude with him just covered for him.  

Chad notices that the clerk now has a full and very obvious erection that Chad stares at 
trying to take the heat off Devin.  Chad hands Devin the sack so that he can use it to hide 
his erection and wet spot.  

When they get to the car, Devin asks Chad to put the top down.  They are driving down a 
4 lane street.  Devin starts to squirm around as powerful feeling wash over his young 
body.  Ohhhhhh…feels so good…Devin groans to Chad as he lifts his hips up off the seat 
to make more contact with the semen slimed underwear.  The feeling is even more 
intense than it was in the store.  Devin can feel another powerful orgasm start to build.    

Oh Chad…not again…gonna…need to cum.  Devin looks at Chad as they pull up next to 
a bus.  Devin is moving around in the seat while trying to hide his erection from the 
people in the bus.  The stimulation of moving around  is enough to trigger another 
orgasm.  This is the most powerful orgasm that Devin has had.  He begins to thrust 
against his underwear and his penis pops out of his boxer briefs just as his orgasm starts.    

Oh god Chad…this is amazing.  The boy cannot keep his hands off of his throbbing 
member.  Devin shoves both hands in his shorts and finds his naked erection.  He shoves 
his shorts down enough to expose his raging boyhood.  Devin strokes himself as he looks 
up and sees an old lady on the bus watching him jack off.  It is right then when the hot 
semen erupts from his penis and squirts through his fingers.  The flow is so powerful that 
it looks like he is urinating.  Devin puts his hands inside his shorts to massage his 
testicles to a conclusion.  His hands are covered with boy slime.  Chad is totally amazed 
at the volume of semen.  That shot really works.  

Chad drives them home as fast as he can.  When Devin gets out of the car his shorts and 
shirt are soaked with his boy seed and he is erect again.  Chad walks him through the 
front door.    



Chad takes the 13 year old boy in his arms and tells him that he knows that this must be 
very embarrassing.  But Devin this is the sexiest thing that I have ever seen.  I have never 
seen a boy your age cum like this.  It is amazing.  

Chad slides the t-shirt over Devin’s  head and then drops to his knees in front of the boy 
as he peel the cum soaked shorts and boxer briefs down Devin’s legs.  The boy is naked 
with his shorts, underwear and leather sandals at his feet.  Chad admires the ridged boy 
boner in front of him.  Chad pauses only a moment before he takes hold of the beautiful 
shaft and his kisses the tip of Devin’s boyhood.  Devin immediately starts to moan and 
Chad allows the boy penis to slide to the back of his throat.  Chad quickly develops a 
rhythm that has the 13 year old moaning and groaning.  

Devin quickly starts grunting and trying to push Chad off of his erection before it 
explodes.  But Chad is having no part of it.  Chad is startled by the first gush of boy seed 
that explodes in his mouth.  The flavor of Devin’s boy essence is amazing and the 
beautiful young boy is simply flooding Chad’s mouth with his seed. 
Devin is gasping for breath as his orgasm subsides.  He is terribly embarrassed that his 
seed erupted in Chad’s mouth.  

Oh baby…that was truly amazing.  You taste awesome.  Chad tells Devin.  

Devin can only look puzzled.  It does?  Devin asks.  

I could drink gallons of your seed and probably will.  

You swallowed it?  Devin asks.  

Yes I did and it is wonderful.  

Chad pulls Devin’s naked body against him.  He leans down and kisses Devin on the lips 
and soon their tongues are dueling and Devin tastes his own essence for the first time.  

I guess I should get dressed.  Devin tells Chad as their kiss ends.  

I am not sure you should as long as you are having orgasms this frequently.  Besides I 
want to get naked with you and hold your naked body against mine.  I want to feel you 
cover me with your seed.   

That was all the encouragement that Devin needed.  He slips Chad’s shirt and pants off 
and then drops Chad’s boxers to the floor.    Devin cannot believe that he is lucky enough 
to have moved in next door to this really cool dude who is teaching him all about sex.  He 
leans up and kisses Chad passionately.  Devin feels he ultra sensitive erection against 
Chad’s bare skin.  It feels awesome and he pulls Chad down on the floor.  Devin’s naked 
body is intertwined with Chad.    



Your body is so sexy and feels so good next to mine.  Chad tells Devin as he kisses him 
passionately.  His tongue is exploring every corner of Devin’s mouth.  The flavor is like a 
fine Champagne.  All of Chad’s senses are filled with this beautiful naked boy who is 
squirming around on him with a throbbing erection.  

Thrust your hardness against me when you feel the need.  Chad explains to Devin.  

And the boy tells Chad with a plaintive cry that he needs to.  Chad holds this naked 
wonder close and grinds his own erection against the boy.    

Oh man Chad…I need to…ohhhhhhhh!  And with that Devin starts thrusting against 
Chad wildly.  He has no control over his young body.  He must have sexual fulfillment.  
He needs it now!  

Chad kisses Devin passionately as Devin makes love to him.  It only takes a few 
moments and Devin’s orgasm begins.  Devin cries out as the first jet of his semen erupts 
from his member explosively showering Chad and Devin with his new boy seed.  His 
hips pull back and he grinds his aching erection against Chad’s  taut abdomen again.  He 
ejaculates another large rope of semen.  

The intensity of Devin’s orgasm is too much for Chad.  It pushes him over the edge and 
soon his man seed is mixing with the boy seed of Devin.  They are both thrusting wildly 
against each other.  Their seed is spewing all over each other’s naked bodies. Chad 
cannot believe the awesome feeling of having this beautiful, naked 13 year old body 
pressed tightly against his own body and flooded with their combined seed.    

As their orgasms ease, Chad whispers in Devin’s ear that it was magnificent.  I love 
holding your naked body against mine and feeling your seed spray all over me.  He tells 
the beautiful boy as he strokes the boy’s shaggy sandy blond hair.  But now I need to see 
the fruits of our labor for my self.    

He gently rolls Devin off and sees the huge amount of semen.  There is a big drop 
running down Devin side and Chad eases over and licks it off.  A week ago Chad could 
never have imagined making love to a 13 year old boy.  He has just done it twice in less 
than 30 minutes.  Chad licks the semen off Devin’s tight abdomen which makes the boy 
giggle and his penis throb again.  Chad is licking the semen as if it is a lunch served at the 
finest gourmet restaurant and all of this attention has the boy’s young member throbbing 
again.  

Chad decides to go straight to the source and he begins to suck the glans and corona of 
Devin’s young member.  Devin is groaning and moaning from the intense pleasure.   

Uhhhh…Chad you know how yesterday you….ummm… felt up my…ummm…  

You mean this as Chad wet his finger and penetrated the boy’s sacred place.  



Oh man…that feels so good…I love it when you do that.  Devin tells Chad.  

Chad tells Devin he will be right back.  I am going to get us some towels and some lube.  

In moments Chad is back and he lubes two of his fingers.  Chad begins to make love to 
the boy’s throbbing member as he gently inserts his first finger in the boy’s sacred place.  
Chad feels the boy grinding down on his finger fucking himself and moaning like he is in 
season.  Chad pull out his finger and hears a disappointed moan from Devin until Chad 
inserts two fingers.    

Oh yeah…awesome…Devin says in sexy whisper.  Devin grinds back down on the 
fingers moaning constantly and panting for breath.  

Chad can feel the boy’s swollen prostate and the grinding against it must feel very good.  
Soon Devin is groaning continuously.  When Chad’s fingers are thrust inside the boy and 
rub his young prostate it is too much for Devin.  His semen explodes from the tip of his 
beautiful throbbing erection. 
Chad watches in amazement as the seed arches high and splatters all over the boy’s 
handsome face.  It is then that Chad notices how much the boy’s erection has grown since 
this morning.  The intensity of the erections must be expanding his young member.  It 
was about 4” this morning and now looks to be a half inch longer and much thicker.  That 
is when the last steaming rope of semen is ejaculated and to Chad’s surprise it has enough 
force to land on his own face.  

Chad is awed by this beautiful semen covered boy gasping for breath on his rug.  The 
situation is surreal.  It is as if it is happening to someone else.  Chad feels the contractions 
of the boy’s anal ring and gently removes his fingers.  That is enough to convince Chad 
that this is real and the most amazing thing that has ever happened to him.  He wipes the 
semen off the boy with a towel and then gets the semen off of his own face.  

Chad looks at Devin.  God you are beautiful.  He leans down and kisses the boy and gives 
him a simple joy filled kiss.  Devin grabs Chad and pulls him into a tight embrace.    

I love you so much.  Devin whispers in Chad’s ear.  I can’t believe how awesome that 
felt…you know…your fingers and stuff.  

Chad leans over and takes the boy in his arms and holds him tight.  He strokes Devin’s 
hair and runs his finger tips over Devin’s back, hips and thighs.  

Mmmm…so good, Devin tells Chad as he reacts to the pleasure of the stimulation of his 
fingers.  You give me so much pleasure, the boy tells the man.  They melt into a passion 
filled kiss.  

Uh…Chad…do guys ever…you know…like…uhhhh…do what I did with mom?  Devin 
asks Chad blushing.  



You mean do guys ever make love?  Chad asks him.  

The beautiful young boy nods.  Devin shyly toys with Chad’s erect nipple afraid that he 
may have gone to far in what he ask Chad to do.  

Yes they do.  Chad tells Devin.  

Mmmm…Devin leans over to kiss Chad.  You are so sexy.  Devin tells Chad.  I want to 
feel you deep inside me.  Chad I want you to make love to me.  

Chad cannot believe that in one day this beautiful 13 year old boy has advanced from 
being shy and ignorant of the ways of love to being the sexual aggressor.  This kid wants 
him to penetrate him…right now!  Chad is totally blown away.  

Devin reacts to the pause as a sign that Chad does not want to make love to him.   
Uhhh…we don’t have to…you know…if you…uhhh….like…ya know…like don’t want 
to…and stuff.  Devin tells Chad blushing deeply. 
Chad kisses Devin passionately and then begins to tell him what he was thinking about.  I 
was just startled.  There is nothing I would like more than to make love to you.  I want 
you to feel my throbbing member deep inside you.  I want to make love to you slowly the 
first time so that the awesome experience lasts as long as possible.  Chad kisses the boy 
and holds him in his arms.  He can feel the boy’s pulse in his hard penis that is pressed 
between them.  

Chad leans back for a moment and tells Devin that he needs to stretch him more so that 
he does not hurt him when he penetrates his virgin sacred space.  Chad begins to kiss the 
boy again.  He stops long enough to lube his fingers and he begins with inserting two 
fingers deep inside the boy.  He stretches the boy and kisses him relishing every 
wonderful moment.  

Devin breaks the kiss.  He whispers in Chad’s ear.  More…please…give me more.  

Chad inserts the third finger and the boy winces as his virgin rosebud stretches to 
accommodate another digit.  Chad waits until the boy stretches a little before he 
continues with further penetration.  Devin nods as a signal to continue.  Soon Chad has 
all three fingers buried to the hilt in this kid’s sexy body.  

Chad’s penis is throbbing with each beat of his heart in anticipation of being able to enter 
Devin’s sacred chamber.  Chad’s testicles ache in anticipation of the possibility of 
releasing his essence deep in the core of the awesome young man.  

Chad kisses Devin passionately as he thrusts his fingers deep in Devin’s core.  He feels 
the boy’s prostate and it is even more swollen than the last time.  Chad cannot imagine 
how this boy’s glands are producing so much semen.  



Chad I am ready, Devin whispers to him in a sexy boy voice.  I want you…no… I need 
you NOW!  

Chad removes his fingers and applies lube to his raging member and the entrance to the 
boy’s sacred chamber.   

The boy looks at Chad and asks him what he should do.    

Just lay there my beautiful boy.  I want to see your beautiful face as I make love to you.  
Chad is on his knees his mind trying to grasp the awesome nature of the moment.  Chad’s 
lust quick overcomes his need to think about the situation.  

Chad lifts the boy’s muscular legs up over his shoulders and positions his beautiful 
rosebud in the perfect receiving position.  He bends his raging manhood down with some 
difficulty since it is so erect and places the tip against Devin’s rosebud.   The position and 
the stretching activity has the rosebud slightly open as if it is begging for Chad’s member.  

Are you ready, Chad asks Devin.  

Oh yes…please! The boy responds.  

Chad watches in amazement as the tip of his throbbing erection slowly stretches the boy 
and he watches as the corona and glans disappear inside the boy.  

The boy gasps at the initial intrusion.  Chad waits a moment until the boy adjusts.  Both 
boy and man are so lost in their lust that they do not hear the front door open.    

Lizzie is standing there when Devin begs Chad to fuck him.  Her mind cannot 
comprehend how this innocent young boy is begging to be deflowered.  She watches in 
amazement as Chad’s impressive member slowly disappears in to her beautiful young 
son.  

When Devin feels Chad’s pubic hair make contact with him he says, oh…yes!  It is then 
that he sees his mother watching them.   

Mom this is so awesome.  Chad is fucking me.  Devin tells his mother breathlessly as he 
tries to adjust to Chad’s manhood invading his tender young body.  

Oh god Chad…fuck me…need to cum again…  

Chad, in spite of his fears about what Lizzie thinks, cannot resist the boy’s request to fuck 
him.  Chad begins to develop a rhythm as his manhood pounds the boy’s swollen 
prostate.    

Chad…I gotta cum…  



While Chad wanted to make it last longer the tightness of the boy and the wildly sexual 
situation is too much for him.  Chad is hanging right on the edge of a massive orgasm.  

Chad fuck me hard… The young boy begs.  

That is all it takes and Chad begins to pound Devin’s beautiful ass straining to release 
every drop of his seed deep inside the naked 13 year old.  He groans as he penis erupts 
deep in the boy’s love canal.  

Devin cries out in passion as his most powerful orgasm yet overwhelms his young body.  
Chad slams into Devin’s prostate gland just as the boy begins to release his seed.  A huge 
gush of boy semen erupts from the tip of Devin’s distended member.  Lizzie watches in 
amazement as the rope of semen arches toward the boy’s beautiful face.  It lands on 
Devin’s nose and mouth.  The next volley of hot seed hits Chad’s chin and chest.  That is 
followed by four more explosions of Devin’s boy seed that coat his face and chest.  

Lizzie unconsciously slides her hand under her dress and fingers herself to a powerful 
climax as she watches the amazing scene unfold in front of her.  Watching her son lick 
his own semen off of his cum covered lips pushes her over the edge.  She cries out in 
pleasure as her fingers fly in and out of her sacred place and her hand intensely stimulates 
her throbbing clit.  Her juices flood over her hand as a powerful orgasm wracks her 
beautiful body.  

Lizzie rips off her clothes and joins the boys in a naked embrace on the floor.  She 
eagerly licks the hot semen off of her son’s chest and takes time to suck on his erect 
nipples enjoying the slightly salty taste that they have from his explosive orgasm.  

She hugs Chad and Devin and tells them that their mating is the most beautiful thing that 
she has ever seen.  

All of them are physically and sexually exhausted and they fall into a deep sleep with 
Chad’s semi erect member still buried in the boy’s love canal.  

Please let me know what you think and do you think I should continue this story.  Please 
send your comments to mack1137@gmail.com.    
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